
 

Converting FS Default Textures For Google SketchUp (GSU) 
 

Items needed to Convert Textures: 

 

You will need either Flight Simulator 9 (FS9) or Flight Simulator X (FSX) and/or with the SDK 

Imagetool of the particular FS you’re using or have. 

A Photo Editor, such as PhotoShop Elements, GIMP, or any Photo Editor that allows you to read 

dds formatted files and able to flip or rotate photo(s).   

 

In the Beginning: 

 

Please make a Backup of any of the files you plan on converting, just in case you resave 

anything on top of your originals.  I have created a Folder within “My Documents” and named it: 

FSX Textures, but of course you can create one wherever is convenient for you and name it 

accordingly to your liking.    (Note: My Texture folder is also within another folder: “Google 

SketchUp Models”) 

 

Once you have designated a place in which to place your new converted textures, load up your 

Photo Editor.   Now, for this example, I will use  “air_w10.dds”.  So, I load this texture into my 

Photo Editor (See Figure 1 and Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 (Note: Must of the Textures for 

FSX can be found in your 

“…\Program Files\Microsoft 

Games\Microsoft Flight 

Simulator X” under the “Texture” 

directory.  For FS9 they are located: 

“…\Program Files\Microsoft 

Games\Flight Simulator 9” under 

the “Texture” Directory.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 2 is what will come up, if the NVIDIA plug-

in for Adobe Photoshop is installed.  If you have 

Photoshop (any version) you can get the plug-in 

from: 

http://developer.nvidia.com/object/photoshop_d

ds_plugins.html.   

 

The GIMP plug-in is located here: 

http://code.google.com/p/gimp-
dds/downloads/list 

 

 There is no need to edit the default choices on this screen.  Just click on “OK” and the texture will 

load up.  If by chance, that the texture your converting is not a dds format file or if you don’t have 

a Photo Editor, you can use Imagetool from within your FS SDK setup to convert it accordingly.  

More on Imagetool later… 

 

Once the texture is loaded into your 

Photo Editor, you will now want to 

flip it vertically (See Figure 3).  As 

you can see, I’m using Adobe 

Photoshop Elements, GIMP and 

other Photo Editors will have a 

similar, if not the same function to 

flip the texture vertically. 

    

 

After you have flipped the texture 

vertically (see 

Figure 4), the 

texture is now 

been flipped over 

with the Greenish-

blue area up at the 

top.  Now you 

will use the “Save As...” option under the “File” tab at the upper left hand corner of your Photo 

Editor.  Save it within the Folder that you created at the beginning (ex. …/My Document/FSX 

Textures).   I suggest you use the same filename as the texture name that you’re converting (ex. 

air_w10.jpg ).  The extension (jpg) can be either jpg or bmp.  Also, when saving, do not convert 

the texture in any other way, such as the size for instants.  After you have saved as… Skip over to 

the Last Section: Load up Google SketchUp. 

 

 

 

 



ImageTool Conversion: 

 

The ImageTool (through the SDK of Flight Simulator 2004 or 9, which can be downloaded at 

FSDevelopers and the SDK of Flight Simulator X, which can be only obtained though the 

purchase with FSX) can also be used to convert for use in Google SketchUp and you don’t have to 

flip anything to do it either (though more things to do ☺). 

 

To do so… you can place a copy of ImageTool within the directory that you created earlier and 

locate the Texture directory (the location of which mentioned earlier) when opening the texture in 

question.   

 

Load up the Texture in question, again 

using the same texture as before, 

air_w10.dds (see Figure 5).   Now we 

all notice what appears to be multiple 

number of the same texture, yet stepping downward in 

size.  We’ll have to separate it so that only one of them 

can be used.  To do that first we’ll change the Image 

Format to 24-bit (see Figure 6). 

 

Then we want to separate the MIPs out, so we will have a 

number of windows opened with the different sizes of 

MIPs (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

We now have the original, with all the MIPs and 5 separate individual MIPs; we want the largest 

of the 5. 

You can Delete or Close all of the others, once you have determined which one is the largest.  

ImageTool will ask if you wish to save the smaller MIPs when you close them, just say “No” when 

asked.  Now that we have the largest MIP now we need to “Save As” in the folder that we created.  

(Please do not save in the FS9 or FSX texture folder!).  As mentioned before, try using the same 

filename as the texture name, but you will not be able to save it as a jpg file, only the extension of 

.bmp can be used (ex. air_w10.bmp) within ImageTool.   Close ImageTool and move on to the 

next Section. 

 

Load up Google SketchUp: 

 

Now we have our texture file ready to be used by GSU, we now just have to make GSU recognize 

it.  We can even make a separate Library or Collection of this and other FS9 or FSX textures.  Start 

up GSU. 

 

Click on the Paint Bucket icon or click on the 

“Window” tab running along the top, and click on 

“Materials”.  What you will see is a Popup window 

containing all the materials that are within GSU.  

Within that Window and on the right hand corner, an 

icon that appears to be a stack of folders with a plus on 

them .  This Icon is the “Create Material” button.  

Click on that icon and another window will appear (see 

Figure 9).   The 2 areas that we need to change are the 

“Material1” section or title section and the area right 

below the Texture heading.   

First change the title or the name to the 

texture filename without the extension.  Like 

for our example used before, air_w10.  Now 

click on the Browse button that is below the 

Texture title and locate where you have 

saved our converted texture file (ex. 

air_w10.jpg or air_w10.bmp).  So now the 

“Create Material” window should look 

similar to Figure 10.   

 



After you have completed those 2 sections, click “OK” at the bottom of the window.  

 

You now see the texture available to be used by GSU.  To create a “Collection” or add to a 

collection, first make sure the additional section is open in the “Materials” window.  (If it isn’t 

open, click on the  located at the upper right hand 

side at the top of the window.)  It should look similar to 

Figure 11, once it is open.  With this example you will 

notice that I have already added a number of textures 

within this collection. 

 

  Next to the Title of the collection there is a “arrow” 

icon pointing to the right.  Click on it and it will give 

you the option to create a collection.  You can have 

GSU point to the Directory, which you created already 

from above (ex. FSX Textures).  Once you have done 

that, Drag and Drop the texture that appears at the top 

to the bottom section, which has the title of your 

collection/directory name.  One word of caution, if you 

don’t drag and drop the texture to the bottom section it 

will not be saved within that collection. 

 

 That should do it!  You now have a FS texture that can 

be used over and over and you don’t have to worry 

about re-creating it.  (Note: when using these textures 

you can’t flip it within GSU unless you plan on 

converting the others, such as the air_w10_lm.dds, 

air_w10_specular.dds, and flip those also, and you 

will have to give it a totally new name also).  The best 

and probably the most beneficial use on converting the default FS Textures, your not using what’s 

not already there and its one less step in converting your building etc to a model too in MCX.     

 

  I know this part can get confusing… but GSU also has Documentation on this also and I would 

be glad to answer your questions, if need be.  The Sky has No Limitations! 

 

Thanks  

 

Doug (Pyscen) 


